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Abstract: Privacy policies are the main method for informing Internet users of how their data are
collected and shared. This study aims to analyze the deficiencies of privacy policies in terms of
readability, vague statements, and the use of pacifying phrases concerning privacy. This represents
the undertaking of a step forward in the literature on this topic through a comprehensive analysis
encompassing both time and website coverage. It characterizes trends across website categories,
top-level domains, and popularity ranks. Furthermore, studying the development in the context
of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) offers insights into the impact of regulations on
policy comprehensibility. The findings reveal a concerning trend: privacy policies have grown longer
and more ambiguous, making it challenging for users to comprehend them. Notably, there is an
increased proportion of vague statements, while clear statements have seen a decrease. Despite
this, the study highlights a steady rise in the inclusion of reassuring statements aimed at alleviating
readers’ privacy concerns.

Keywords: privacy policy; longitudinal analysis; text analysis; NLP; readability; vagueness

1. Introduction

Natural language privacy policies serve as the primary means of disclosing data
practices to consumers, providing them with crucial information about what data are
collected, analyzed, and how they will be kept private and secure. By reading these
policies, users can enhance their awareness of data privacy and better manage the risks
associated with extensive data collection. However, for privacy policies to be genuinely
useful, they must be easily comprehensible to the majority of users. Lengthy and vague
policies fail to effectively inform the average user, rendering them ineffective in ensuring
data privacy awareness.

Research by Meier et al. [1] revealed that users presented with shorter privacy policies
tend to spend more time understanding the text, indicating their willingness to engage
with more concise information. Another study suggested that missing comprehension is
a major burden for reading privacy policies. In the study, 18% of participants reported
experiencing difficulty in understanding policies from popular websites, and over 50% did
not actually understand the content [2]. Moreover, readability is essential for users’ trust,
as other studies have emphasized [3].

Privacy policies are often excessive in length, requiring a substantial amount of time
to read through. Estimates show that the average Internet user would spend around 400 h
per year reading all encountered privacy terms [4]. This time investment may deter users
from thoroughly reviewing policies, leading them to hurriedly click the “I agree” button
without fully understanding the implications.
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Addressing the significance of readability and privacy regulations, such as General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), mandate that privacy policies should be concise, easy
to understand, and written in plain language. Additionally, the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) emphasizes the need to present policies in a clear and straightforward
manner, avoiding technical or legal jargon.

To enhance clarity and conciseness, the GDPR guidelines recommend the use of active
voice instead of passive voice in writing [5]. The active voice directs the reader’s attention to
the performer of the action, reducing ambiguity and making the text more straightforward.

Additionally, policies become less comprehensible due to ambiguity, which occurs
when a statement lacks clarity and can be interpreted in multiple ways. The use of imprecise
language in a privacy policy hinders the clear communication of the website’s actual data
practices. For example, when websites summarize their data practices without specifying
the exact conditions under which actions apply, vague policies emerge. Ambiguous policies
allow websites to maintain flexibility in future changes to data practices without requiring
policy updates [6].

The presence of language qualifiers like “may”, “might”, “some”, and “often” con-
tributes to ambiguity, as noted by the European Commission’s GDPR guidelines [5]. Recent
research suggests an increasing use of terms such as “may include” and “may collect” in
privacy policies, which may result in policies becoming more ambiguous over time [7].
Vague language not only renders policies inaccurate but may also mislead readers, limiting
their ability to interpret policy contents accurately. Consequently, ambiguity can erode
users’ trust and raise privacy concerns, leading to reduced willingness to share personal
information [8].

In addition to vague language, policies also contain expressions such as “we value
your privacy” or “we take your privacy and security seriously”. Despite their intention to
alleviate privacy concerns, these phrases do not convey crucial policy information. Positive
language, at its best, redirects user focus away from privacy implications and, at its worst,
can lead to misinformation.

This study examines the comprehensibility of English-language privacy policies be-
tween the years 2009 and 2019, utilizing natural language processing (NLP), machine
learning and text-mining methods to analyze a large longitudinal corpus. The research
focuses on the following indicators of clarity:

• Reading difficulty in terms of readability test and text statistics;
• Privacy policy ambiguity measured by the usage of vague language and statements;
• The use of positive phrasing concerning privacy.

The analysis encompassed several key factors: policy length, quantified through
sentence count; passive voice index, indicating passive voice usage degree; and reading
complexity, assessed via the new Dale–Chall readability formula, which considers semantic
word difficulty and sentence length. Evaluating policy ambiguity involved identifying and
counting vague terms from a defined taxonomy. Additionally, a pre-trained BERT model
was utilized for multi-class sentence classification, predicting sentence vagueness levels
within each policy. The study also explored the presence of positive phrasing related to
privacy, examining the prevalence of phrases like “we value your privacy” or “we take
your privacy and security seriously” across policies.

Some scholars have previously evaluated policy comprehensibility, focusing on shorter
periods or single time points [4,7,9–12]. In contrast, this study advances the literature on
consumer comprehension by conducting a large-scale analysis covering an extended period
and a wide range of websites. It explores trends across website categories, top-level
domains, and popularity ranks. Additionally, examining policy development in the context
of the GDPR provides insights into the impact of regulations on policy writing practices.
By shedding light on the lack of transparency in the privacy policy landscape, this research
advocates for the design of more comprehensible and valuable privacy policy statements.

Wagner [4] examined length (words and sentences), passive voice, various readability
formulas (Flesch Reading Ease (FRE), Coleman–Liau score (CL), and Simple Measure Of
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Gobbledygook (SMOG)). Srinath et al. [12] reported on the length of the privacy policy
and the use of vague words in their private policy corpus. Compared to Srinath et al. [12],
Libert et al. [13] and Wagner [4], the present work is based on the dataset of Amos et al. [7],
which extends substantially over several years. Furthermore, herein the length and in-
determinacy are analyzed in function of the GDPR, website category, popularity level,
and domain.

The analysis of policy length reported by Amos et al. [7] in the form of a word-
based analysis is complemented by a sentence-based analysis in this paper. Instead of the
Flesch–Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL) readability metric used by Amos et al. [7], Dale–Chall’s
readability formula is used, which takes into account the semantic difficulty of words. In
addition to analyzing the length based on the popularity of the website, our work considers
additional aspects such as website category, GDPR and non-GDPR policies, and top-level
domain. Although Amos et al. [7] found an increase in terms such as “may contain” and
“may collect” in privacy policies in a general trend analysis and assumed that privacy
policies become more ambiguous over time, this has not been systematically studied.
This prompted us to investigate this specifically, based on the taxonomy of vague words
by Reidenberg et al. [6] and a corpus of 4.5K sentences by Lebanoff and Liu [14] with a
human-commented vagueness value to train a BERT classification model.

2. Regulatory Background

This section provides legal context to understand the foundation of privacy policies in
the European Union and the United States. In the European Union, the Data Protection
Directive (DPD) and its successor, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), have
shaped the landscape of data privacy. In the United States, data privacy regulations have
historically taken a sectoral approach, meaning that privacy laws and regulations have
been developed for specific sectors or industries.

2.1. Data Protection in the European Union

The Data Protection Directive (DPD) of 24 October 1995 aimed to regulate the process-
ing of personal data in the European Union, harmonizing data protection legislation across
member states [15,16]. The law builds upon the concept of personal data, which is defined
as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (“data subject”);
an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, particularly with
reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to their physical,
physiological, mental, economic, cultural, or social identity” (Article 2). Such data include
names, phone numbers, addresses and personal identification numbers.

The directive established supervisory authorities, data subject rights, and principles for
data quality and processing. Special rules were introduced for sensitive data, prohibiting
the processing of certain categories of information. Data controllers were required to
provide transparent information to data subjects, often performed through privacy policies.

With the rise of the Internet and networked society, the need for enhanced data
protection regulations became evident. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
adopted in 2016 and effective from 25 May 2018, replaced the Data Protection Directive.
Unlike its predecessor, the GDPR was a regulation directly applicable in Member States
without the need for national legislation.

Under the regulation, the definition of personal data should be interpreted as broadly
as possible to reflect the ways that organizations collect data about individuals [17]. Per-
sonal data are defined as any information that can be used alone or together with other data
to identify an individual. In the current technological context, this includes location data, IP
addresses, device identifiers, biometric data, audio and visual formats and profiling based
on browsing and purchasing behavior. Personal data do not need to be objective; it can
also be data about opinions, preferences and posts on social media. The GDPR aims to give
EU citizens more control over their data by requiring explicit consent (“opt-in”) and giving
individuals the right to withdraw their consent and request the deletion of their data.
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The GDPR also expanded its territorial scope, applying to all companies processing
the personal data of EU residents, regardless of location. Privacy policies, a fundamental
aspect of the GDPR’s transparency principle, must be easily accessible and written in clear
and plain language. They should provide concise information about:

• The data retention period;
• The data subject’s rights;
• Information about the automated decision-making system, if used;
• The data controller’s identity and contact details;
• The data protection officer’s contact details, where applicable;
• All the purposes of and the legal basis for data processing;
• Recipients of the personal data;
• If the organization intends to transfer to a third country or international organization.

The GDPR emphasizes making privacy policies accessible and easy to understand.
The information provided in them must be “in a concise, transparent, intelligible, and easily
accessible form, using clear and plain language”. Furthermore, “the information shall be
provided in writing, or by other means, including, where appropriate, by electronic means”
(Article 12).

2.2. “Notice and Choice” in the United States

In the US, there is no single national law regulating the collection and use of personal
information. The government has approached privacy and security by only regulating
certain sectors: the so-called “sectoral” or “patchwork” approach. One of the first federal
laws was the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) from 1998, which regulated
online data collection of data from children under 13 years old.

The leading framework for Internet privacy in the US is guided by the fair information
practice principles of the Federal Trade Commission, a set of guidelines for privacy-friendly
data practices in the online marketplace [18]. They take the form of recommendations and
are not legally enforceable. At the heart of these recommendations are the principles of
“notice and choice”, also known as “notice and consent”. Companies are required to inform
individuals about data collection and use through privacy notices, and individuals must
consent to data processing before it takes place.

While no generally applicable law exists in the United States, some states have imple-
mented legislation governing privacy policies. The California Online Privacy Protection
Act (CalOPPA) of 2003, for instance, required commercial websites that collect person-
ally identifiable information about California residents to include a privacy policy on
their homepage.

A more recent and comprehensive law was the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA), which came into force in 2020. This law requires companies to explain their privacy
practices in a notice and gives consumers more control over their personal information. The
CCPA established privacy rights, including the right to know what personal information a
business collects and how it is shared, the right to delete collected personal information
upon request, and the right to opt-out of the sale of personal information. Similar laws will
come into force in Colorado, Connecticut, Virginia and Utah from 2023.

3. Automated Privacy Policy Research

Automated privacy policy analysis, including machine learning methods, has grown in
popularity during the last decade. The main goal was to grant users a better understanding
of how their data are used and help them make informed decisions regarding their privacy.
This section provides an overview of the recent research efforts with a focus on English
language website policies.

3.1. Privacy Policy Datasets

Various privacy policy datasets have been made accessible to researchers (see Table 1),
with the Usable Privacy Policy Project [19] playing a significant role in this regard. Their
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OPP-115 corpus [20] contains annotated segments from 115 website privacy policies, en-
abling advanced machine learning research and automated analysis. Another dataset from
the same project is the OptOutChoice-2020 corpus [21], which includes privacy policy
sentences with labeled opt-out choices types. PolicyIE [22] offers a more recent dataset with
annotated data practices, including intent classification and slot filling, based on 31 web
and mobile app privacy policies. Nokhbeh Zaeem and Barber [23] created a corpus of
over 100,000 privacy policies, categorized into 15 website categories, utilizing the DMOZ
directory. PrivaSeer [12] is a privacy policy dataset and search engine containing approxi-
mately 1.4 million website privacy policies. It was built using web crawls from 2019 and
2020, utilizing URLs from “Common Crawl” and the “Free Company Dataset”. Finally,
Amos et al. [7] released the Princeton-Leuven Longitudinal Corpus of Privacy Policies, a
large-scale longitudinal corpus spanning two decades, consisting of one million privacy
policy snapshots from around 130,000 websites, enabling the study of trends and changes
over time.

Table 1. Publicly available privacy policy datasets.

Dataset # Policies # Websites Timeframe Labeling

OPP-115 115 115 2015 Yes
OptOutChoice-2020 236 236 - Yes
PolicyIE 400 400 (websites + apps) 2019 Yes
DMOZ-based Corpus 117,502 - 2020 No
PrivaSeer 1,005,380 995,475 2019 No
Princeton-Leuven Corpus 910,546 108,499 1997–2019 No

3.2. Classification and Information Extraction

Classification and information extraction from privacy policies have been widely
explored using machine learning techniques. Kaur et al. [11] employed unsupervised
methods such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and term frequency to analyze key-
words and content in 2000 privacy policies. Supervised learning approaches have also been
utilized, including classifiers trained on the OPP-115 dataset. Audich et al. [24] compared
the performance of supervised and unsupervised algorithms to label policy segments,
while Kumar et al. [25] trained privacy-specific word embeddings for improved results.
Deep learning models like CNN, BERT, and XLNET have further enhanced their classifica-
tion performance [26–28]. Bui et al. [29] tackled the extraction of personal data objects and
actions using a BLSTM model with contextual word embeddings. Alabduljabbar et al. [30,31]
proposed a pipeline called TLDR for the automatic categorization and highlighting of policy
segments, enhancing user comprehension. Extracting opt-out choices from privacy policies
has also been studied [21,32,33]. In the field of summarization, Keymanesh et al. [34]
introduced a domain-guided approach for privacy policy summarization, focusing on
labeling privacy topics and extracting the riskiest content. Several studies have worked on
developing automated privacy policy question-answering assistants [35–37].

Furthermore, the PrivacyGLUE [38] benchmark was proposed to address the lack of
comprehensive benchmarks specifically designed for privacy policies. The benchmark
includes the performance evaluations of transformer language models and emphasizes the
importance of in-domain pre-training for privacy policies.

3.3. Privacy Policy Applications for Enhancing Users’ Comprehension

Applications enhancing the comprehension of privacy policies have been developed to
provide users with useful and visually appealing presentations of policy information. Priva-
cyGuide [39] employs a two-step multi-class approach, identifying relevant privacy aspects
and predicting risk levels using a trained model on a labeled dataset. The user interface
utilizes colored icons to indicate risk levels. Polisis [40,41] combines a summarizing tool,
policy comparison tool, and chatbot. The query system employs neural network classifiers
trained on the OPP-115 dataset and privacy-specific language models. PrivacyCheck is a
browser extension that extracts 10 privacy factors and displays their risk levels through
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icons and text snippets [42–45]. Opt-Out Easy is another browser extension that utilizes the
OptOutChoice-2020 dataset to identify and present opt-out choices to users during web
browsing [21,46].

3.4. Regulatory Impact

User research has also focused on evaluating privacy policies for regulatory com-
pliance, particularly in response to the implementation of General Data Protection Reg-
ulation (GDPR) in Europe. The tool Claudette detects unfair clauses and evaluates pri-
vacy policy compliance with GDPR [47,48]. KnIGHT (“Know your rIGHTs”) utilizes
semantic text matching to map policy sentences to GDPR paragraphs [49]. Cejas et al. [50]
and Qamar et al. [51] leveraged NLP and supervised machine learning to identify GDPR-
relevant information in policies and assess their compliance. Similarly, Sánchez et al. [52]
used manual annotations and machine learning to tag policies based on GDPR goals, offer-
ing both aggregated scores and fine-grained ratings for better understanding.
Degeling et al. [53] and Linden et al. [54] examined the effects of GDPR on privacy poli-
cies through longitudinal analysis, observing updates and changes in policy length and
disclosures. Zaeem and Barber [55] compared pre- and post-GDPR policies using Privacy-
Check, highlighting deficiencies in transparency and explicit data processing disclosures.
Libert [56] developed an automated approach to audit third-party data sharing in pri-
vacy policies.

3.5. Comprehensibility of Privacy Policies

Studies on privacy policy comprehensibility have examined deficiencies in readability,
revealing that privacy policies are difficult to read and demonstrating correlations between
readability measures [9,10]. Furthermore, researchers have examined the changes in length
and readability of privacy policies over time [4,7].

Other scholars have studied ambiguous content in privacy policies. Kaur et al. [11]
and Srinath et al. [12] analyzed the use of ambiguous words in a corpus of 2000 policies.
Furthermore, Kotal et al. [57] studied the ambiguity in the OPP-115 dataset and showed
that ambiguity negatively affects the ability to automatically evaluate privacy policies.
Srinath et al. [12] reported on privacy policy length and the use of vague words in their
PrivaSeer corpus of policies. Lebanoff and Liu [14] investigated the detection of vague
words and sentences using deep neural networks. The present work improved the predic-
tion performance regarding sentence classification using a BERT architecture. This paper
also contributed to the literature by providing a longitudinal analysis of trends related
to ambiguity.

3.6. Mobile Applications

While the focus of the present overview is on website policies, the research community
has also examined privacy policies in the context of mobile applications, establishing
several corpora of mobile app privacy policies [58,59]. Those policies are well-suited for
compliance analysis, because they are studied along with the app code and the traffic
generated by the app [59,60].

4. Data and Methods
4.1. The Princeton-Leuven Longitudinal Corpus of Privacy Policies

This analysis of the privacy policy landscape is based on the Princeton-Leuven Corpus,
a historical dataset of English-language privacy policies spanning over two decades [7]. It
contains 910,546 policy snapshots of 108,499 distinct websites, which have been selected
based on the Alexa’s top 100,000 lists between 2009 and 2019. The original dataset consisted
of 1,071,488 policy snapshots of over 130,000 sites. In the course of additional quality control,
Amos et al. [7] removed real policies that might lead to a biased analysis (e.g., the policies of
domain-parking services). The remaining dataset they refer to as the “analysis subcorpus”,
which is the one used in this study. The websites are distributed over 575 different top-level
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domains, with “.com” being the most frequent (76% of the websites). Figure 1 shows the
distribution across the remaining domains.

Figure 1. Distribution of top-level domains in the dataset (.com excluded).

For each website, two snapshots per year were retrieved, creating a crawler that dis-
covered, downloaded, and extracted archived privacy policies from the Internet Archive’s
Wayback Machine [61]. Available snapshots were included for the years before 2009 and up
to the first year for which Internet Archive has crawls. One snapshot was retrieved from
the first half of the year (January–June) and another from the second half (July–December).
These six-month spans were referred to as intervals and they were the basic time units in the
data analysis. After the crawling, there was a series of validation and quality control steps,
including language checks to remove non-English policies. For detailed information about
the data collection methodology, consult the original paper by Amos et al. [7]. Figure 2
presents the distribution of the policy snapshots over time and across the most frequent
website categories.

Figure 2. Distribution of policy snapshots per interval and category. Each bar represents an interval
(two intervals per year).

The analysis in this paper focuses on the period after 2009, as the majority of policies
are from these years. Additionally, Alexa rank data are only available for this timeframe.
Since the provided dataset only covers up to 2019, we do not consider the period beyond
that. Our data preparation phase involved extracting only the sentence text from privacy
policies. This step was necessary because the analysis relied on sentence counts and
sentence classification. Non-sentence content such as headers, short lists, tables, and links
was removed. After applying various data cleaning steps, each policy text was segmented
into sentences using the sentence tokenizer from the NLTK library [62]. A manual check
revealed that short sentences were mostly noisy, so those containing fewer than three words
were removed. Data extraction and preparation stages are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Data extraction (by Amos et al. [7]) and further preprocessing (this study).

The dataset included information on website categories from the domain categoriza-
tion API Webshrinker [63]. The websites were distributed over 481 unique combinations
of 27 top-level categories like business, shopping, and education, but a small number of
categories dominated the dataset.

To identify GDPR policies, the text was scanned for “GDPR”, “General Data Protection
Regulation” or one of the GDPR-related phrases provided by Amos et al. [7]. Refer to
Appendix A for comprehensive information on category distribution and the measure of
GDPR content.

4.2. Measuring Readability of Privacy Policies

The analysis of privacy policy readability focused on three key factors: policy length,
passive voice usage, and reading difficulty, as measured by the Dale–Chall readability for-
mula. To assess the policy length, the mean and median sentence counts were reported for
each interval. Passive voice usage was quantified using a passive voice index. This index
was derived by dividing the number of passive voice structures by the total number of sen-
tences in a given policy. In essence, the passive voice index represents the average number
of passive voice structures per sentence. The identification of passive voice structures in
the policy text followed a methodology similar to that presented by Linden et al. [54].

Many readability metrics, such as the Flesch Readability Ease Score (FRES), the Flesh-
Kincaid Grade Level (FKG), the Simple Measure of Gobbledygook (SMOG), rely on word
complexity measured by the number of characters or syllables and sentence length. A
drawback of most of these formulas is their failure to account for the semantic difficulty of
the words used [7].

To analyze the development of policies’ reading complexity, we used the new Dale–Chall
readability formula (see Equation (1)). Unlike other formulas, the Dale–Chall uses a count
of semantically difficult words, classified as such because they do not appear on a list
of common words familiar to most fourth-grade students. The new Dale–Chall formula
expanded the list of the initial 763 familiar words to 3000 words [64]. The expanded list of
words is available here: https://readabilityformulas.com/word-lists/the-dale-chall-word-
list-for-readability-formulas (accessed on 15 November 2023). An adjusted version of the
Dale–Chall score was converted to US grade level based on a correction table (see Table 2).

DC = 0.1579 ×
(

difficult words
words

× 100
)
+ 0.0496 ×

(
words

sentences

)
(1)

https://readabilityformulas.com/word-lists/the-dale-chall-word-list-for-readability-formulas
https://readabilityformulas.com/word-lists/the-dale-chall-word-list-for-readability-formulas
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Table 2. Readability grades according to the new Dale–Chall formula.

Adj. Score Grade Level

5.0–5.9 Grades 5–6
6.0–6.9 Grades 7–8
7.0–7.9 Grades 9–10
8.0–8.9 Grades 11–12
9.0–9.9 College
10–above College graduate

Please consult Appendix B for the outlier analyses of the calculated measures presented
in this and the following section.

4.3. Measuring Ambiguity in Privacy Policies
4.3.1. Taxonomy of Vague Terms

Qualifiers like “may”, “can”, “could”, and “possibly” introduce uncertainty, creating
imprecision and ambiguity. This study refers to these words as “vague terms”. Similarly,
phrases such as “depending”, “as needed”, and “as applicable” indicate conditional validity,
complicating readers’ ability to discern specific circumstances for described processes.
For instance, “We may disclose your personal information if necessary to enforce our
User Agreement”.

Additionally, phrases like “including” and “such as” within lists imply incompre-
hensive specification (refer to example in Table 3). Generalizing terms like “generally”
or “usually” lead to abstraction, hampering precise information identification, as seen in
“Generally we will store and process your information within the UK”.

In their research on “Ambiguity in Privacy Policies and the Impact of Regulation”,
Reidenberg et al. [6] developed a comprehensive vague term taxonomy. Analyzing 15 poli-
cies across different sectors, they categorized 40 vague terms into four types, as illustrated
in Table 3. This taxonomy served as a foundation for ambiguity measurement in privacy
policies. For each policy, the number of sentences containing at least one, two, or three
vague terms was divided by the overall number of sentences. To show the progression of
ambiguity over time, we used the median number of all policies for each time interval.

4.3.2. Language Model for Vagueness Prediction

A further evaluation of the ambiguity was conducted using the corpus on vagueness
in privacy policies made available by Lebanoff and Liu [14]. The corpus consisted of
human-annotated sentences extracted from 100 privacy policies. A group of five annotators
were instructed to rate the sentences on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 meant “clear” and
5 meant “extremely vague”. The authors only selected potentially vague sentences to
help balance the dataset using the taxonomy of vague words introduced in this section.
Sentences containing at least 1 of the 40 cue words were considered to have a higher chance
of being labeled as vague by the annotators. The overall size of the corpus amounted to
4500 sentences.

To predict the vagueness of the sentences, a language model was trained on these
data. The annotations were aggregated according to the majority voting rule: if three
or more annotators agreed on a given score, it was considered the final score. In the
case of disagreement between the annotators, the average of the five scores was taken.
Following the methodology of Lebanoff and Liu [14], the aggregate score s was grouped
into four categories:

1 ≤ s < 2 → clear
2 ≤ s < 3 → somewhat clear
3 ≤ s < 4 → vague
4 ≤ s ≤ 5 → extremely vague
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Figure 4 shows the distribution of the categories. An “ambiguity score” for each policy
snapshot in the longitudinal dataset illustrates the development of ambiguity over time.
This score represents the number of sentences classified either as vague or extremely vague
and normalized by the total number of sentences in the policy (i.e., the percentage of vague
sentences). Another metric we reported was the percentage of sentences, labeled as clear.

Table 3. Taxonomy of vague terms. Adapted from Reidenberg et al. [6].

Category Key Words and Phrases Example Sentence

Condition
Action performed is de-
pendent on a variable or
unclear trigger

depending, necessary, ap-
propriate, inappropriate,
as needed, as applica-
ble, otherwise reasonably,
sometimes, from time
to time

“As a result, Pokemon will not
collect more personal information
than is reasonably necessary”.

Generalization
Action/information type
is vaguely abstracted
with unclear conditions

generally, mostly, widely,
general, commonly, usu-
ally, normally, typically,
largely, often, primarily,
among other things

“Generally we will store and
process your information within
the UK.”

Modality
Vague likelihood of ac-
tion or ambiguous possi-
bility of action or event

may, might, can, could,
would, likely, possi-
ble, possibly, probably,
optionally

“If you are logged in to the site, we
could associate information about
your site usage that is collected by
cookies, web beacons and web logs
with your user account.”

Numeric quantifier
Vague quantifier of ac-
tion/information type

anyone, certain, every-
one, numerous, some,
most, few, much, many,
various, including but
not limited to, such as

“You hereby consent to the collec-
tion, use, disclosure and retention
by edX of your personal informa-
tion as described under this privacy
policy, including but not limited
to the transfer of your personal data
between edX and the third parties,
affiliates and subsidiaries described
in this privacy policy.”

Figure 4. Distribution of vagueness categories.

Predicting the vagueness level of a sentence is a multi-class sentence classification task
that we approached using transfer learning with a pre-trained BERT model.

The model was fine-tuned using Fast-BERT, a deep learning Python library for training
BERT-based models for text classification. The library repository is located at https://
github.com/utterworks/fast-bert (accessed on 15 November 2023). Fast-BERT is built on
the foundations of the Hugging Face BERT PyTorch interface [65]. For this study, we used

https://github.com/utterworks/fast-bert
https://github.com/utterworks/fast-bert
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the “BertForSequenceClassification” model, a BERT model with an added linear layer for
classification, as a sentence classifier. The small “BERT base” version was used in particular;
it consists of twelve layers, each including 768 hidden units and 12 attention heads resulting
in a total of 110 million parameters.

Devlin et al. [66] suggested fine-tuning only on few parameters: the epochs, learning
rate, and batch size. They recommended training for just two to three epochs with the
Adam optimizer and a batch size of 16 or 32. Table 4 shows the training parameter chosen
after manual evaluation. The tokenized input sequence was limited to 256-word piece
tokens. Taking into account the length of the sentence, this was sufficient to capture almost
all the information it contained.

Table 4. BERT fine-tuning parameters.

Model BERT Base Uncased

Batch size 16
Epochs 2
Learning rate 4 × 10−4

Max length 256
Optimizer type Adam

For the fine-tuning, the dataset was divided into the train, test, and validation sets,
each the size of, respectively, 3499, 500, and 500 sentences. As Figure 4 shows, the sentences
were very unevenly distributed across the four categories. For an imbalanced classification
problem, accuracy is not the most suitable measure, because high accuracy is achievable
through even a simple model only predicting the majority class. For this kind of problem,
the F1 score, composed of precision and recall, is more appropriate. We report those metrics
in Table 5.

Table 5. BERT for sentence classification: model evaluation.

Baseline BERT ACGAN
Train Validation Test

Accuracy 0.5172 0.6499 0.6120 0.5960
F1-Score

Macro average 0.1705 0.4658 0.4477 0.4098
Micro average 0.3526 0.6327 0.5955 0.5783 0.5234

Precision
Macro average 0.1293 0.4747 0.4540 0.4157
Micro average 0.2675 0.6240 0.5878 0.5669 0.5290

Recall
Macro average 0.2500 0.4635 0.4482 0.4085
Micro average 0.5172 0.6499 0.6120 0.5960 0.5464

The BERT model was compared to a baseline model and the Auxiliary Classifier
Generative Adversarial Networks (AC-GAN) used in the original paper by Lebanoff
and Liu [14]. The baseline model is a simple rule-based model that always predicts the
majority class. In this case, for every sentence in the validation and test datasets, the
“somewhat clear” class is assigned, because this is the most common category in the
training dataset. The prediction power of BERT was by far greater than a baseline model
and also showed an improvement over the AC-GAN model. However, the results are not
directly comparable, because they use a slightly different annotations aggregation scheme.
Lebanoff and Liu [14] did not use majority voting and simply took the average of all the
annotators. More details about the performance of the model are presented in Appendix C.
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4.4. Unveiling Positive Framing in Privacy Policies

Many Internet users have likely encountered phrases like “we value your privacy” or
“we take your privacy and security seriously” while using online services. These phrases,
aimed at alleviating privacy concerns, are not essential policy information. Positive lan-
guage, at best, diverts user attention from privacy implications, and at worst, can mislead.

Libert et al. [13] investigated the prevalence of such potentially insincere statements
and found that they occur more frequently in privacy policies than in documents such as
terms of use. Our study built on this by manually identifying additional phrases beyond
those examined by Libert et al. [13]. These phrases were then matched within policy texts
using regular expression patterns. The aim was to identify trends in the use of positive
phrases, but not to create an exhaustive list. Table 6 provides the illustrative examples of
those phrases, while the complete list can be found in Appendix D.

Table 6. Examples of pacifying statements concerning privacy and security.

Website Category Example Sentence

cheapflights.com travel,
business

Cheapflights Media (USA) Inc.,
which publishes Cheapflights.com,
has created this privacy statement
in order to demonstrate our firm
commitment to user privacy.

direct-golf.co.uk business,
shopping

The personal information which we
hold will be held securely in accor-
dance with our internal security pol-
icy and governing UK law.

tumblr.com blogs and
personal,
social networking

Tumblr, Inc. takes the private nature
of your information very seriously.

learningstrategies.com business,
education

We are committed to safeguarding
the privacy of our website visitors,
subscribers, and clients.

imdb.com entertainment IMDb knows that you care how infor-
mation about you is used and shared,
and we appreciate your trust that we
will do so carefully and sensibly.

alibaba.com shopping We at Alibaba.com recognize the im-
portance of privacy and confidential-
ity of personal information.

5. Results
5.1. Readability

Figure 5 shows the mean and median sentence counts for every interval since 2001.
Over 19 years, the average policy length has doubled, with around 30 sentences in 2001
rising up to 60 by 2019. Policy lengths increased more steeply after the first interval of
2018, when the GDPR came into force. Indeed, the length of policies mentioning the
GDPR or related phrases was on average double that of those classified as “non-GDPR”
(Figure 6-right).

The trend of increasing length remains true across different rank tiers, website top-
level domains, and categories. However, the results confirm previous findings that sites
ranked higher by Alexa tend to have longer policies [56] and this trend has remained stable
over time (Figure 6-left). In 2019, the median length of the top 1000 ranked policies in
the dataset was 114.5 sentences, nearly twice the length of website policies with rankings
between 100,000 and 1,000,000 (59 sentences).
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Figure 5. Sentence count of privacy policies over time. The shaded area indicates the data between
the 25th and 75 percentiles.

Figure 6. Median sentence count of privacy policies by Alexa ranking (left) and by GDPR
content (right).

Regarding the top-level domain, the holders of the co.uk and com.au domains provide
policies of above-median lengths. These domains are typically used for UK and Australian
commercial websites. In contrast, .edu and .net websites have the shortest policies, averag-
ing around 40 sentences in 2019 (Figure 7-left). We also analyzed the policy length of the
most frequent categories of websites present in the dataset. Shopping and business web-
sites have longer policies, whereas information tech sites’ policies are shorter on average.
However, the results showed that the differences between categories remain small in size
(Figure 7-right).

Figure 7. Median sentence count of privacy policies by top-level domain (left) and by website
category (right).
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Concerning passive voice structures, the results showed that their usage remained
stable over time, with values of 0.15–0.16 (Figure 8). These index values signified the use
of one passive voice structure every six sentences on average. The index did not vary
considerably across different domains.

Figure 8. Average passive voice index of privacy policies. The shaded area indicates the interquar-
tile range.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of polices across reading grades over time. The analysis
only included polices with more than 100 words, as this metric is not suitable for shorter
policies. Furthermore, the 61 policy snapshots requiring 7th or 8th high-school grade are
excluded from the visualization (they comprise less than 0.00001% of all snapshots).

More than 90% of the policies in the dataset were at the reading level of a college
student or college graduate. Indeed, 2019 was the first year in which the proportion of
polices requiring a college degree was higher than all other groups. These results confirmed
the previous findings that privacy policies are difficult to comprehend. This has been
shown to be true across all popularity ranks, website categories, and domains. The median
DC score increased slightly over time, from 9.8 to 10 over a 10 year span. The GDPR’s
policies were shown to be less readable with a DC score of about 0.2 higher than the median.
Policies in the .edu domain were also less readable (scoring about 0.6 higher than the
median). See Figure 10.

Figure 9. Distribution of the Dale–Chall reading grade levels of privacy policies.
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Figure 10. Median Dale–Chall readability score of privacy policies by GDPR content (left) and by
top-level domain (right).

5.2. Ambiguity

The results showed that the proportion of sentences containing vague terms increased
(Figures 11 and 12). The fraction of sentences containing at least one vague term rose
constantly over time, from 38% in 2001 to 47% in 2019. On average, nearly every second
sentence in a policy contained at least one vague term. The percentage of the sentences the
model classified as vague also increased, while clear sentences decreased. Those findings
paint a similar picture of the results of Srinath et al. [12] between the years 2019 and 2020.

Figure 11. Median percentage of “vague” sentences in privacy policies.

Figure 12. Median percentage of “vague” and “clear” sentences in privacy policies.

The results also confirm the assumption that privacy policies are becoming more
ambiguous over time [7]. This trend holds for different website categories, top-level
domain, and popularity ranks. Figure 13 illustrates that popular websites tend to have
a higher number of vague and less clear sentences. The different categories of websites
followed the overall trend of increasing policy ambiguity. However, for education and
information technology websites, it was generally higher, while for business websites, it
was lower. Nevertheless, those differences were not particularly large (Figure 14). It is
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noteworthy that the holders of Australian commercial websites (com.au domain) provided
more ambiguous polices. The fraction of clear sentences in those policies was consistently
around 8% lower than the median fraction for all websites (35% versus 42% in 2019). The
opposite trend was visible the vague sentences, as can be seen in Figure 15.

Figure 13. Median proportion of sentences classified as “clear” (left) and as “vague” (right) by
Alexa rank.

Figure 14. Median proportion of sentences classified as “clear” (left) and as “vague” (right) by
website category.

Figure 15. Median proportion of sentences classified as “clear” (left) and as “vague” (right) by
top-level domain.

To analyze whether GDPR policies are ambiguous, Figure 16 shows the fraction of
clear and vague sentences grouped by whether the policy contains some GDPR key terms
or not. The results indicate that the GDPR policies have a lower fraction of clear sentences
of about 2%. In contrast, the fraction of vague ones is higher.
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Figure 16. Median proportion of sentences classified as “clear” (left) and as “vague” (right) by
GDPR content.

5.3. Positive Phrases

Figure 17 displays a large increase in policies using positive language. In 2019,
two-thirds of privacy policies contained at least one of the listed phrases. This is more than
double the result reported by Libert et al. [13] for the year 2021, which may be due to the
fact that we added more words to the list of pacifying phrases. The findings indicated that
the policies of the top 1000 websites more often contained such phrases than less popular
websites (Figure 18-left). Furthermore, Figure 18-right shows that, in 2019, 78% percent
of GDPR policies contained positive framing, whereas for the “non-GDPR” polices, this
fraction was only 65%. Considering the top-level domain and website categories, this
illustrated the fact that educational websites use those positive statements less often in their
policies (Figure 19).

Figure 17. The proportion of policies containing one or more pacifying phrases.

Figure 18. Proportion of policies containing one or more pacifying phrases by Alexa ranking (left)
and by GDPR content (right).
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Figure 19. Proportion of policies containing one or more pacifying phrases by top-level domain (left)
and by website category (right).

6. Discussion

The longitudinal analysis of more than 900,000 policy snapshots showed a concerning
picture of the privacy policy landscape. To begin with, these policies were shown to be
long and difficult to read. Since 2001, the average policy length has doubled, and nearly
half the policies in the dataset required a college degree. In the age of information overload,
the increasing complexity of privacy policies forces Internet users into a “transparency
paradox” [67]. Transparency requires the detailed explanations of all data practices and
user rights, which might result in terms that are lengthy and difficult to understand.
Alternatively, summarizations lead to more ambiguous notices. The policies an average
user encounters on a daily basis are simply too extensive and too long. When faced with
yet another one, users most simply click “accept” and hope for the best.

Moreover, policies mentioning the GDPR or related wording were double the length
of “non-GDPR” ones. This result confirmed findings from previous studies, indicating that
the rise in policy length in recent years is likely connected to the regulation. A possible
explanation is that policies were required to add information on data sharing practices, users
rights, contact information, and other areas. Furthermore, to ensure compliance with the
new regulations, lawyers might have used more detailed and lengthy legal language. This
contradicts the GDPR’s transparency guidelines, which require that websites avoid the need
for users to scroll through large amounts of text, causing information fatigue. Furthermore,
“the quality, accessibility, and comprehensibility of the information is as important as the
actual content”.

The key finding of this study was that privacy policies have become more ambiguous
over time. They are increasingly using vague terms; in 2019, on average, nearly every
second sentence in a policy contained at least one vague term. The results of the language
model showed that the fraction of vague statements in policies has increased over time,
while clear statements have decreased. This is troubling because it indicates that the
policies fail to clearly communicate websites’ actual practices. This in turn limits not only
the ability of human readers to precisely interpret their contents, but also machines’ ability
to “understand” them. Kotal et al. [57] found that NLP-based text segment classifiers are
less accurate for policies that are more ambiguous.

The greatest lack of overall clarity, however, was found in the policies of popular
websites—in other words, in those that accounted for a larger portion of web traffic.
However, the bigger part of these policies contained pacifying statements. One possible
explanation is that those websites are using user data in a greater variety of ways and
require more exhaustive policies. It could also be that the popular sites are the only ones
with the resources to afford teams of lawyers to write complex policy texts. There appears
to be a lack of incentives to make privacy policies not only beneficial for their writers, but
also useful for their readers. While companies “take your privacy very seriously”, they
have failed to take the effective communication of data practices seriously enough.
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The presented readability analysis focused on specific aspects such as sentence count
for length, passive voice usage, and the Dale–Chall readability score. However, it has
limitations as it does not encompass other factors that can influence the overall compre-
hension difficulty of the text. Policy features such as highlighting relevant information,
the organization of the text, and formatting are equally important. One possible direction
for research is the examination of the overall user-friendliness, including the question of
whether policies are easily accessible and if they contain additional media such as videos
or images. Furthermore, the use of specific legal jargon should be explored as it may make
the text less understandable.

Concerning ambiguity, the frequency of vague terms in a text may indicate ambiguous
content. Nevertheless, to achieve accurate results, it is important to study the context in which
those words are used. The presented key terms can be used in a way that is not vague or in a
context that is not relevant for the analysis, for example, in descriptions. One possibility for the
future research is to identify sentences in which vague terms are used in tandem with relevant
content, for example, data sharing practices (e.g., the co-occurrences of “may” and “share”).

As part of an additional measurement of ambiguity, a BERT model was trained.
However, there are several limitations regarding the training data. First, the corpus is
based on privacy policies from the year 2014. There is no evidence for whether the model
trained with these data can be applied on policies from 2009 to 2019. The policy content
or phrasing might change in the course of the time and this could distort the predictions.
Second, with only 4500 sentences, the corpus is relatively small and very unbalanced. This
makes it difficult to train accurate classifiers, especially regarding the “vague” category. A
larger and more balanced annotated dataset is necessary to further improve the overall
performance of the model. Third, annotations are made on a sentence basis. However, the
context beyond the scope of the single sentence may be important for annotators to judge
the clarity of the statements. Lastly, the concept of vagueness is a very subjective one and
even human annotators often disagree. The underlying pattern may be too complex for a
language model to accurately reproduce.

Furthermore, the relationship between GDPR policies and ambiguity should be investi-
gated in future work to obtain more decisive results. Another open question is why the policies
of Australian commercial websites (com.au) are on average longer and more ambiguous. This
might be due the local legal framework or specific language characteristics of Australian English.

With respect to pacifying language, the heuristic approach of matching pacifying
statements in privacy policies has revealed that their use is increasing. User studies and
more complex NLP techniques such as sentiment analysis are needed to gain a deeper
understanding of how policy authors influence the user’s perception of privacy risks.

Furthermore, recent advancements in NLP methodologies underscore the potential of
large language models (LLMs) for the future analysis of privacy policies. Recent papers by
Chanenson et al. [68] and Tang et al. [69] exemplify this potential.

7. Conclusions

The key finding of this study was that privacy policies have become more ambiguous
over time. They are increasingly using vague terms; in 2019, on average, nearly every
second sentence in a policy contained at least one vague term. The results of the language
model showed that the fraction of vague statements in policies has increased over time,
while clear statements have decreased. This is troubling because it indicates that the policies
fail to clearly communicate the websites’ actual practices. This, in turn, limits not only the
ability of human readers to precisely interpret their contents but also machines’ ability to
“understand” them.
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Appendix A. Website Categories and GDPR Content

Figure A1 illustrates the distribution of categories among websites. During the analysis
phase, if a website was linked to multiple categories, including “business”, the last one was
removed, leaving only the more descriptive categories. This enabled the better visualization
of trends across categories.

Figure A1. Website count per category. If no category information is available, the “uncategorized”
bin applies.

Figure A2. Usage of phrases specific to the GDPR (selection based on Amos et al. [7]).

https://github.com/citp/privacy-policy-historical
https://github.com/citp/privacy-policy-historical
https://loganlebanoff.github.io/mydata
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The data repository by Amos et al. [7] contains a list of potential keywords that are
frequently used with GDPR policies, a subset of which is shown in Figure A2. Also inspired
by a similar approach, namely that of Degeling et al. [53], and further testing, the final set
of phrases we selected are: legal basis, erasure, legitimate interest, supervisory authority,
data portability, performance of a contract, automated decision making, public interest,
further processing, and withdraw consent.

Figure A3. Distribution of GDPR and non-GDPR policies per interval.

Appendix B. Outlier Analysis

Appendix B.1. Policy Length

The outlier analysis pointed out one unusually long policy. This policy contained
25 times the same text and it was manually adjusted to its regular length.

Figure A4. Sentence count distribution: original (left) and after cleaning (right).
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Appendix B.2. Readability Score

A manual check showed that the content of three policies that scored unusually high
on the Dale–Chall test is not valid and those policies had to be removed.

Figure A5. Dale–Chall score distribution: (left) and after cleaning (right).

Appendix B.3. Vague Sentences

Some policies contain almost no vague sentences and some only contain vague sen-
tences. The manual evaluation of the policies in the two extremes of the distribution
showed that most of them are very short, but they are valid and remained in the corpus.
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Figure A6. Vagueness score distribution.

Appendix C. Model Performance

Figure A7. BERT performance evaluation: confusion matrix (stronger color indicates higher numbers).

Figure A8. BERT performance evaluation: ROC curves.
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Appendix D. Positive Phrasing

Table A1. Positive phrases identified in privacy policies.

we value transparency protect your (personal) information
we respect trust us protect your (personal) data
we promise safe and secure protect your privacy
care about committed to protecting provides protection
with care committed to safeguarding serious about your privacy
responsibly committed to respecting takes your security (very) seriously
important to us respect your privacy takes your privacy (very) seriously
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